Name: ________________________________

Chapters 21 - 28

1.

2.

Zero did something to help Stanley, what was it?
a. lie for him

b. clean his clothes

c. dig his hole

d. wash the seeds

What was Zero's reason for helping him?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3.

What arrangement did Stanley and Zero agree upon?
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4.

Stanley quickly realized that Zero was very good at...
a. reading.

b. math.

c. science.

d. social studies.
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Name: _________________________________

Chapters 21 - 28

5.

What did Stanley think the gold tube was? Who did he think it belonged to?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

6.

How does Mr. Sir punish Stanley for what the Warden did to him?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

7.

Who is Sam and why did the Sheriff want to kill him?
________________________________________________________________________________________

_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

8.

Thinking about Chapter 28, why do you think the boys are actually digging holes?
___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 21 - 28
1.

2.

Zero did something to help Stanley, what was it? c
a. lie for him

b. clean his clothes

c. dig his hole

d. wash the seeds

What was Zero's reason for helping him?
Zero helped Stanley because he knew he didn't steal the sunflower seeds just like he
knew Stanley didn’t steal the sneakers.

3.

What arrangement did Stanley and Zero agree upon?
Stanley and Zero agreed that Stanley would teach Zero for an hour a day, and Zero
would dig part of Stanley's hole for an hour a day.

4.

Stanley quickly realized that Zero was very good at... b
a. reading.

b. math.

c. science.

d. social studies.
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ANSWER KEY

Chapters 21 - 28
5.

What did Stanley think the gold tube was? Who did he think it belonged to?
Stanley thought the gold tube might have been the top of a lipstick container. He
remembered that he had seen a tube like that before in his mother's bathroom and at
the Wardens. He also realize KB may have been the initials for Kate Barlow, the outlaw.

6.

How does Mr. Sir punish Stanley for what the Warden did to him?
Mr. Sir punished Stanley by not filling up his canteen during their water breaks. Instead,
he takes the water he would normally put in Stanley's canteen and pours it straight onto
the ground in front of him.

7.

Who is Sam and why did the Sheriff want to kill him?
Sam lived in Green Lake about a hundred years prior to Stanley, he lived there when
Green Lake was actually a town with a lake. He was an African American man who
sold onions around town and was Kate Barlow's true love. One day Sam and Kate
kissed, and someone in the town witnessed it and spread word. When people found
out they were in an uproar. Kate confronted the Sheriff and he informed her that it was
illegal for a African American man to kiss a white woman, and Sam was going to be
hanged for his actions.

8.

Thinking about Chapter 28, why do you think the boys are actually digging holes?
The boys are actually digging holes because they are looking for the money that Kate
Barlow buried years ago. Kate came back to Green Lake years after she left and
buried her money somewhere in the area but no one has ever found it.
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